THIS MONTH'S COVER: Suburban stock a generation ago.
Front: 4Sub 4307 at Blackfriars with a train to
Dartford via Nunhead and Sidcup. This was introduced
new in 1925 as short-framed 3Sub 1292, and later
augmented with an all-steel trailer.
Rear upper: Motor brake third from 2Nol 1853. The
unit's driving trailer composite was destroyed in a
collision with a freight train at Barnes in December
1955 (see LR22 p9). It is thought that this view
shows the coach at or near Barnes soon after the
accident before it was scrapped. Can anybody provide
some more specific information?
Rear lower: 4Sub 4557 at Elephant & Castle with a
down Catford Loop train. The first, second and fourth
coaches were converted from LBSCR electric stock in
1930 and formed as 3Sub 1764. The third coach is all
steel augmentation trailer 10212, now in 4EPB 5247
renumbered 15065. All photos by Lens of Sutton.
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EPB

It was twenty-five years ago this month that
4EPB unit 5001 started running trials on the
Guildford New Line, and today there is every prospect
of the EPBs running for another twenty
f
In terms of technical reliability the EPBs have
been a great success. British Rail must be very
thankful for this reliability, for at a time when so
little money is available for investment in new
equipment - and so much is required for re-signalling,
new substations, electrification and improved Inter
City stock - a suburban fleet good for many more
years is a great asset.
We cannot see the average commuter being
enamoured of the idea of EPBs carrying him to work
for years to come. The units do not ride very well,
they are draughty, there is insufficient room for
standing passengers and the heating is none too
efficient. Furthermore, we do not think that the
modifications on trial in unit 5263 are going to
improve matters much. Indeed, the units' best
feature, the comfortable seats, have been "improved"
so as to be rather harder than before.
We are afraid that we can only advise EPB-users
to "grin and bear it", and hope that when new stock
does come along it will incorporate much greater
scope for major refurbishment when it is half way
through its active life.
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L E T T E R

Dear Sir, Significant excesses over the 90mph
Bournemouth line limit recur at intervals, the most
outstanding so far being when a train reached 103mph
at Winchester Jn, 108mph at Shawford and a maximum
of 111mph just before a rapid deceleration to approx,
70mph at Eastleigh. The 15.45 miles from Micheldever

to Eastleigh were covered in 9m 7s, an average of
101.7mph. While such a performance is certainly
exhilarating, there can surely be no excuse for a
23% overstepping of the speed limit, especially as,
despite the Woking permanent way slack, a normal run
from Basingstoke to Southampton would have resulted
in a punctual arrival.
I have for some time been postulating that the
'1974' '4Rep's (3012-3015) have slightly better
traction characteristics than the original units. In
order to produce some statistics to
support
theory I analysed eighty unrestricted start-to-pass
runs from Basingstoke to Micheldever, since Worting
Jn was realigned, and calculated the average time
for each of the 'Rep's. On this basis, 3012-15
came 4th, 1st, 2nd and 6th respectively. The overall average for 3001-11 was 9m 22s, compared with
9m 11s for 3012-15. While this is not conclusive, it
certainly appears to be more than a random effect.
Can anyone with access to the full technical details
of these units provide the answer?
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PRESERVATION PROGRESS

Progress has been slower than expected, mainly
due to small working parties earlier in the year and
inclement weather recently. External painting is
still the top priority, for the three years in the
open at Ashford, with hot sun in the summer and the
damp atmosphere in the winter, took its toll on the
paintwork. Any loose paint must be scraped out and
the holes filled. After these have been ground flush
undercoat can be applied, and when this has been
rubbed down and washed the coach is ready for its top
coat. One motor coach is finished in top coat, and
the other is still almost half blue.
The lining is going to be a mammoth task for
not only was it two tone, but it had lots of curves,
particularly on the trailers. These also had 'FIRST'
inscribed on some doors in yellow and shaded silver.
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It remains to be seen how much of this can be done
before the coaches are required for service,
probably during May or June.
Various other jobs have been carried out. Parts
of the pneumatics have been serviced, and a replacement door and new hinge have been fitted to make
good shunting damage from Ashford. A new greasenipple has been fitted to one of the motor-generators
by sleeving a damaged hole. The roofs have been
attended to immediately the canvas has shown signs
of splitting.
The air reservoirs continue to give us problems.
Two were tested last April, and one failed, so in
October the remaining five, including the equalising
reservoirs and the replacement were tested. This
time the insurance inspector failed one from
another trailer, and we are now trying to obtain a
replacement.
On 29 November three of the continental locos
were steam tested, so the opportunity was taken to
give our coaches a run and check the brakes and
serviced triple valves. Problems were encountered
in mounting and connecting up the new reservoirs to
the trailer third. Fortunately this was one of the
two coaches that we had run on test earlier this
year, so it did not matter too much that it could
not be properly tested this time. Apart from
seizing brakes on one of the motor coach trailer
bogies, due to faulty adjustment, and a few air
leaks, it all worked well.
Our thanks are due to Ian Buck who has been able
to supply many useful items, including an SR suburban
whistle. Jim Castle has donated a London Transport
1938 tube stock whistle, which is slightly larger
than the original type, but which looks similar, and
allows us to remove the air horns.
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VISITS

On 30 October a number of SEG members visited
Wimbledon 'A' signalbox, a most fascinating box
containing a full-size lever frame but with the
majority of the points and signals power-worked.
Signals are mostly colour light, but a few semaphores
exist. The box covers the greater part of the

Wimbledon area, including the East Putney line, the

Central Dvn line to Tooting and access to Wimbledon
depot. After lunch the party proceeded to Raynes Pk
electrical control room, which remotely controls the
switch-gear at substations, track-paralleling huts
and main feeder stations over most of the London area
of the SW Dvn, including the Waterloo & City line
and Richmond to Gunnersbury. It covers not only the

low voltage d.c. supply to the conductor rails, but

also the high-tension three-phase supplies to the
substations as well as special supplies for signalling
and auxiliary functions. The officer on duty
explained matters enthusiastically and in great
detail, demonstrating various test procedures and
showing us some of the relays and other equipment.
We were treated to an excitement in the form of a
mysterious short circuit on the Windsor branch (no
doubt viewed rather differently by would-be
passengers of the resulting cancelled train) Our
thanks go to the signal-box and control room staff,
and the SR management for arranging these visits.
On 20 November an SEG delegation visited Slade
Green repair shop, where numerous coaches from
various units were observed in stages of overhaul or
repair. This works was clearly much busier than
formerly, in view of the amount of activity even on
a Saturday. Conversations with some of the staff
enabled us to learn a great deal - some of the knowledge so gleaned being of value to those involved
in restoration of the SEG's '4Cor'. Our thanks go
to these men, to the depot management, and once
again to the SR authorities for permitting this
instructive visit.
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THE SUBURBS A GENERATION AGO
To the older enthusiast, the suburban scene
these days is a depressing ghost of its former self
Too many features have been economised or modernised
out of existence, never to return.
Back in the 1940s an incredible number of
stations seemed to have at least one siding, often
containing a decrepit departmental van in fading
red or washed out grey. There were numerous small
goods yards with old steam locomotives pottering
about. Many locations had old, decaying, grounded
carriage bodies.
Take the line from Waterloo to Staines as an
example: Nine Elms Goods on the Windsor side, now
a vast nothing, but then a goods shed with the
original passenger terminus frontage and an a.c.
electric overhead support structure incongruously
passing through one wall, where it had been put
after becoming redundant in 1929. A Drummond 'G6'
could usually be detected hiding in the middle of
row upon row of wagons.
Across the main line Nine Elms locomotive
depot, which as recently as the 1960s concealed a
wooden-framed Somerset & Dorset wagon of circa
1909, and a genuine Stroudley 'B4' tender. Then
came Queens Road siding, with an engineers'
painting van marooned in an ocean of fast lines;
Clapham Yard, much as now, but animated by
continual chuffing and the occasional dust cloud
caused by over-enthusiastic shunting; Barnes Goods
Yard and several nearby sidings Richmond Goods
Yard; two yards at Twickenham and lots of mysterious
sidings into coal depots and odd corners.
Twickenham was indeed a study on its own. It
boasted three signal boxes - two ancient and
operational, one new and empty, because the frame
intended for it had been sent to Grove Park when
the latter burnt out in about 1938. Twickenham also
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had two stations - one dated from 1848, ramshackle
in the best LSWR corrugated iron tradition; the
other more or less new, platforms only, used for the
periodic hordes of rugby supporters. There were
also the remains of a disused locomotive depot and,
in about 1949, the baffling sight of a rake of
redundant Great Eastern steam coaches, brought over
from Ilford after the Shenfield electrification.
On to Feltham, with its locomotive depot, where
the auxiliary power installation was, for many years,
assisted by a pair of South Western electric m.u.
brake compressors; the hump yard, now all cleared,
and Staines, with two yards, odd sidings and the
vestiges of another locomotive shed. The South
Western had had a tiny shed every three or four
stations, or so it seemed.
If you were a commuter, no winter passed without its quota of fog - real dense stuff that put all
of the 'buses off the road by early evening; fog
that could disrupt a whole day's train service and
stretch a half-hour journey to two or two and a half
hours of crawl, punctuated by the thunderous boom of
detonators.
Fog was in fact specially catered for. The
normal working timetable was abandoned and the
provisions of the quaintly-entitled special notice
"instructions for Non-Breaking-Down of Electric
Trains" had to be followed.
"Non-breaking-down" meant that all suburban
trains were eight cars all day. It explains why the
popular idea of a breakdown is always a "failure" in
Southern language. Half of the rush hour services
were cancelled and the rest made additional stops very crowded they were. We recall the irate guard
of a Reading train turning 42 people out of a 'Bil'
van one evening at Waterloo.
Fog brought its share of disasters, minor and
major: Waddon, Crayford, Woolwich, Motspur Park and
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South Croydon were some; but there were also, as
now, less serious events to break the routine. The
recent flooding of the "Drain" reminds us of the
day that an 'M7' tank engine fell down the lift
shaft at Waterloo. There were football excursions
with unusual headcodes to be photographed, come
fair weather or foul, nothing, not even a blizzard,
deterred the serious enthusiast.
In the late 'forties some efforts were made to
catch up on the building maintenance backlog. Many
stations had not been painted since the 1920s - and
many remained unpainted. When Chatham station was
rebuilt in the late 1950s, it was said locally that
its last repaint had been in 1921. Twickenham
seemed to be a similar case: when it was demolished
in 1954 the wartime whitewash was still on the
canopy supports. The war-damaged Elmers End
remained a semi-derelict ruin until the 1950s.
Just before closure in 1954. Crystal Palace
High Level had extensive areas roped off as unsafe,
and luxuriant ferns growing through the platforms.
In contrast, the brass top of the ticket office
counter was the most brightly polished in London.
Another late 1940s job was the first stages of
the replacement of semaphore signals by colour lights.
The London termini, except Victoria Eastern, had
been done, but except for Waterloo to Clapham Junc
and Charing Cross to St Johns. little of the
suburban area had been converted. The late 'forties
saw the conversion of the busiest parts of the
Central suburban area. Concrete signal gantries
date from this period. They were cast at Exmouth
Junction concrete works and brought up to London on
two specially modified carriage frames salvaged
from war-damaged '4Res' units.
Progress was very slow on conversion, so many
pre-grouping oddities survived until quite recent
times. Mitcham Junction boasted an LBSCR lower
quadrant post with wooden arm, and an LSWR slotted
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wooden signal survived at Esher until 1967 - the arm
dropped into the slot, parallel with the post, and
only appeared for rare specials. At East Croydon,
platforms five and six, the platform repeaters were
miniature lower quadrant signal arms, red and white
replicas of the down starters.
Mention of East Croydon reminds us of the
clipped accents of the Bank Holiday station announcer

there in the days before taped announcements. We

never did find out where the train to "Blip, Hip,
Hawp, Harp and Nap" was going to. We did find out at
other stations however, many of which observed the

wartime rule that since you could not see anything in
the blackout, you should be able to hear. A crisp

baritone at Wimbledon told every arrival "Wimble DON,
THIS IS Wimble DON". This was outdone by the Redhill

staff, who greeted every incoming train with a

catalogue of departures for the next forty or fifty

minutes, ending the recital with "Reddy Hill, this is
Reddy Hill".
Two other features of the past were the
extensive stretches of track with forty foot rails
and the ubiquitous telegraph poles with a dozen or
more wires strung between them.
Above all, there was the extraordinary variety
of suburban electric formations, as the SR worked
into its programme of abolishing trailer sets,

augmenting '3Sub's to four coaches and ultimately,
replacing all old suburban stock with "tin cans" and

EPB units.
From 1942, all suburban services, except Waterloo to Windsor and Weybridge, and some odd shuttle
services which were 'Nol' worked, were operated by
3Sub' units. (Also '2SL' and '2Wim' sets on South
London and Wimbledon-West Croydon lines. ED) Slack
hour services were worked with three coach trains.

All Western section lines, with the exception of

Chessington South and the Hounslow Loop, had eight
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car rush-hour formations using two '3Sub's flanking
a two coach, non-driving trailer set. The
exceptions had six car trains.
Most Central and Eastern section services
were worked on the same basis as the Western
section, except that trailer sets were not used on
Caterham/Tattenham Corner services, which had six
or nine coach trains.
The war years had seen some trailer sets
become redundant and some coaches lost through war
damage. The war had all but halted carriage
construction, but the 1939-49 suburban plan had
involved extensive reforming, and a start was made
on this in 1942. The solitary new '4Sub', 4101,
was despatched to the Eastern section to work with
'3Sub's until its sister units were ready for the
Victoria-Orpington service in 1944. Victoria to
Orpington was one of the most heavily loaded routes
then, but it declined rapidly in the late 1940s.
The first augmentations, units 4131 etc (ex
1201 series) were sent to the Western section for
use on Kingston Loop and Shepperton services. Some
new trailers began to be turned out from Eastleigh
in 1945. These were used to form 4300--54 (ex 1285
series) which also went to the Western section.
'4Sub's were first introduced on the Central
section in 1946 with the arrival of new units 4111
et seq., and generally on the Eastern section at
about the same time with the augmentation of the
4431-4516 series. At about this time some Central
suburban trains ran with pre-war side route boards
- but only briefly. The practice was rapidly
abandoned and the boards were consigned to Lancing
Works where they eased the timber shortage by
replacing decayed partition timbers in some
Maunsell steam coaches.
Completion of the new units was intermittent.
Many of the 1947 programme motor coaches had to be
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stored at Micheldever for some months because no
traction motors were available. Many of the trailers
which should have been formed with them were used to
augment older units which otherwise would have ended
their days as '3Sub'. Despite these difficulties,
there were enough four coach units by 1948 to enable
the Chessingtons to be turned over to '4Sub' working
and for the Windsor/Weybridge service to be worked by
'4Sub's while the '2Nol's were sent away for
temporary use as trailer sets, thereby easing the
shortage of traction motors, which was becoming
serious as the 1925/26 Dick Kerrs and Metro-Vicks
became life expired.
The last few of the trailer sets were pronounced
withdrawn towards the end of 1948. A few of the
withdrawn coaches lingered on as stores vans, or were
converted into de-icing coaches. One 'Sub' trailer
body of SECR origin was grounded as a shed at Dartford station parcels depot; an LBSCR trailer was
grounded at Worthing Central, and there were others
at odd places.
One other comment worth making is on paintwork.
As a rule every unit augmented until 1946 got a coat
of bright green paint at the same time, but after
1946 a repaint was the exception, probably because
augmentation was made to coincide with electrical and
mechanical maintenance, and until 1950 the older
Southern suburban stock, and some of the newer, was
uniformly grubby. Despite a programme of re-trimming
much pre-war upholstery remained, some of it until
the mid-1950s. Around 1948 a lot of effort seemed to
be expended on decorating exteriors with "BRITISH
RAILWAYS" in Southern "sunshine" lettering. Apart
from this the Southern seemed more concerned with
catching up on its main line overhaul programme, and
although suburban services were increased, and the
rolling stock total actually climbed above pre-war
levels it has to be said that from 1939 until the
early 'fifties, suburban stock was very much the
Cinderella of the system.
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ELECTRIC WORKINGS AT ORE
ON A 1939 SUMMER SATURDAY

The summer service of 1939 may be said to have
been the ultimate ever provided by the Southern
Railway Company in normal times. The commissioning
of the last lines to be electrified by the S.R.,
those to Gillingham and Maidstone, had taken place
on 2nd July that year.
Not only were there crowds of holiday-makers
to contend with on summer Saturdays, but a more or
less full business service to cater for the fact
that Saturday morning was still part of the normal
working week. Notwithstanding this, there were also
day-trippers to be carried to the coast and back.
The types of operation encountered in dealing
with these various sorts of passenger traffic can
be well illustrated by examining the rolling stock
workings at Ore. Whilst then, and now, an outpost
of electrification, peaks in train services nevertheless existed to cope with each of the categories
of traveller mentioned above.
Local trains along the coast to and from
Brighton were exclusively formed of '2Nol' units
introduced for that route. The first departure, at
6.5 am. was a single unit and the next two, at 7.9
and 7.43 am, were each provided by a '2Nol', divided
after arriving as '4Nol' from Eastbourne at 7.2 am.
The next arrival from that point, at 8.4 am, also
'4Nol', returned to Brighton at 8.13, and the 8.42,
9.12 and 9.42 am departures to Brighton were
respectively formed of the inwards '4Nol' formations;
that had arrived from the same point at 8.35, 9.4
and 9.34.
Curiously, the 10.13 am to Brighton was made
up of '4Nol' which started from the shed as its first
journey of the day, the 10.4 arrival laying over
until 10.43. This pattern was then repeated every
half hour until the 10.12 pm departure back to
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Brighton, all trains being '4Nol'. That is to say,
all these local trains had a turn round time of something in excess of half an hour. Not all arrival
times were exactly standard.
To round the day off so far as the pre-emergent
"Coastway" services were concerned, the 10.4 pm
arrival from Brighton formed '4Nol' and the similar
10.34 arrival returned to Eastbourne at 10.42 and
11.12 pm respectively. The remaining three arrivals
from Brighton, at 11.4 and 11.34 pm and 12.11 am,
were each formed of a single '2Nol', thus finishing
the day with the same number of units in the shed as

at the beginning.
Services to and from London provided a great
deal more variety than the monotony of the half-hourly
local trains. Furthermore, and indeed the cause of
the variety, it was these trains which responded to
the changes in demand for travel in different
directions at different times, by having quite a
selection of service frequencies and stock formations.
The London business service for places like
Bexhill, Cooden Beach and Pevensey was provided by
departures from Ore at 6.33 am ('4Lav') for Victoria,
and 6.52 and 7.30 am, both '6Pul', for London Bridge.
Further Victoria trains followed at 8.0 and 9.0 am
formed '6Pul', and between these, at 8.31 am, another

'4Lav' left for the same destination. All stock for
these London services had been berthed at Ore, and
the need for such a large shed is immediately
apparent. However, it has never been a maintenance
depot.
All outward trains so far mentioned were routed
via Eastbourne, where, of course, reversal was
necessary, and in many cases other units would be
attached. However, with the 10.0 am departure for
Victoria things began to "warm up", as returning
holiday
makers were crowding o
at Hastings, Bexhill and, no doubt, other places.
This train ran direct via the original line from
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Stone Cross Junction to Polegate, and was formed
of the unlikely arrangement of '8Hal' which had
arrived at 9.15 as the 7.0 am from London Bridge,
a long-standing train which still runs on Sundays
to Fridays today.
Two more '6Pul' units emerged from the shed
to work the 10.30 and 11.0 am services to Victoria,
these being routed via Eastbourne, but it was to
become no quieter, as at 10.45 the first through
train from Victoria arrived, followed at 11.20 by
the second. These were both formed '6Pul', and
combined together for the next up service which
avoided Eastbourne, departing at 12 noon.
The 9.45 am from Victoria, formed '6Pul',
which arrived at 11.48½ went into the shed, and
was eventually attached to another unit of the
same type off the 11.15 from Victoria (which
arrived at 1.16 pm) to form the 1.30 pm express
back.
A twelve car train of one '6Pul' and one '6Pan
unit, the latter being the first of the day, was
due to arrive at 12.16 pm, being the 10,15 am from
Victoria. This train was split, the '6Pul'
returning whence it had come at 1.0 pm, and the
'6Pan' remained in the shed to form part of the
3.0 pm departure.
Meanwhile, at 12.56 pm, the only down service
to use the direct Polegate to Stone Cross link, the
11.5 am from Victoria, had arrived, formed of the
improbable combination of '6Bil/4Lav/2Bil'. Thus
'Bil' stock made its one and only visit of the day.
These units were put in the shed to await the final
direct departure to Victoria at 2.25 pm. The 11.45
am '6Pul' from Victoria arrived at 1.48, and was
attached to the '6Pan' in the shed to form the 3.0
pm return.
From then on a more orderly pattern emerged,
with '6Pul' units arriving from Victoria on a
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fairly regular half-hourly basis from 2.43½ pm until
5.45 pm, and going back whence they had come at 3.31,
4.0, 5.0, 5.30, 6.0 and 7.0. Units returned in the
order in which they arrived, save that the 5.30 was
twelve cars, including the unit which was due in at
3.47½. Variety was introduced at 6.17 pm when a
'4Lav' arrived as the 4.0 pm from London Bridge, and
was berthed in the shed for the night. This was
repeated three hours later.
The '6Pul' units on each of the 4.45 and 5.45
from Victoria, after their two hour journeys, went
tack to Victoria at 8.0 and 9.0 pm respectively.
The stock, a '6Pul' unit in every case, of the next
four successive hourly arrivals from Victoria was
berthed in the shed. The day's workings were
completed at 12.30½ am when the final '6Pul', on the
10.25 pm from Victoria was due. Thus at the
conclusion of a Saturday service there were five
'6Pul' and two '4Lav' units stabled, compared with
six and two at the start of the day
MORE ABOUT THE "HASTINGS" DIESEL UNITS

Following the article in LR33 P.J. Greenhow, L.G.
Head, P. Mallaband, B.W. Rayner and 'SCWS' provided
further information.
The '6L' units were built in two batches; 10111013 in April and May 1957, and 1014-19 between Nov.
1957 and April 1958. The two series differ in that
1011-13 have outside lighting trunking on the roofs,
as do all pre 1958 SR units. The '6S' units, therefore, do have this trunking, but none of the '6B's do.
In 1963-65 the interior panelling in all motor
coaches, except 60004/5 (now in 1203/4), was
re-trimmed to the same design as that adopted for the
Kent Phase I production series '4Cep' units.
Previously they had had wooden panelling.
It is thought that the trailer coaches can be
marshalled in any order within units, making allowance
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for the fact that their brake jumpers are mounted
on one side of the coach only, changing sides on
the trailer firsts. The relative order of coaches
within units may, therefore, vary considerably.
Since 20th April 1976 units have only worked
to Redhill on Saturdays in the normal way, and
they no longer work regularly to Eastbourne. An
unusual '6B' working is the 06.30 Tonbridge to
Eridge and 07.30 back, Saturdays excepted. The
units are to work the Brighton-Exeter service until
30th April 1977.
Finally, two corrections. The underframes
were made at Ashford, not Lancing, though 60754-56
were finished at Lancing, their bodies having been
erected at Eastleigh. (is this a record, to have
coaches part built at three different works? ED)
In the Hither Green accident only the leading
wheels of the third coach derailed initially, and
ran thus for quarter of a mile before the other
coaches derailed.
MEMBERS' QUERIES

Several answers have been held over until the March
"Live Rail", due to lack of space in this issue.
Clapham Junction area: When were the following lines
electrified: Clapham Jn 'A' to Factory Jn, and
Pouparts Jn to Battersea Pier Jn, both via Longhedge Jn, and Factory Jn to Stewarts Lane?
Brighton Belle: (see LR33 p144) P. Mallaband has
pointed out that the '5Bel' car numbers were not
increased when the units were refurbished in 1968.
They were always numbered 279-293, these being
Pullman Co schedule numbers carried on plates on
the coach ends. In 1968 these numbers were shown
on the sides, with Regional prefix and suffix.
Before that the third class cars carried the
abbreviated numbers, but the plate numbers were not
abbreviated. Unit numbers were changed in 1937,
not 1947.
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STOCK

NOTES

Much withdrawn Sub stock was despatched to scrap
yards during the autumn. Various workings took 4117,

4356/64/66/74/75, 8942(4662), 12701/02,10314(4685),

10252,12794(4731) and 8623,10310(4738) to Kings' yard
at Snailwell near Newmarket; 8925(4645), 10295(4704),
l6001/36(2Haps 5601/36) to Frank Berry Ltd, Leicester

4112,4362, 10205/06(4361), 8917(4637) and 12683/84,

10230(4676) to Ward's Briton Ferry yard. On 10 Oct
8628/29,10288(4741) and 10341 (4722) were moved from
Bstoke for Wellingboro, but had to return with hot
axle boxes. They were moved again on 15Oct, en route
to Ward's yard at Beighton.
2 B i l 2037 and 6Pan TSK 10045 were sold to Ward's
by B . R . Research Dept. in 1975.
Stored and withdrawn electric stock remaining on
the Southern comprises the following, at:
EASTLEIGH
WORKS: MBSO 61341(7129) underframe and bog
only, bogies to be spare at Chart Leacon; TSO 70875
(7706) awaiting modification and repair.
Hoo Junction: MBSO 11130(3125) still not cut up.
Micheldever; Sold, or for sale, as scrap: TRB 1759
(8001).MBS 8643(4748), 10835(4381) underframe and

cab only, 11330(4635), 14334(5167), 14479(5240). TS

9009(4729), 9012(4732), 10307(4715), 10393(4729),
12623(4623). Spare: TS 15072(5137), MBSO 61871(7204)
underframe and cab only.
Norwood: 41 21/24-27,4377/80/84/85/87,4604/06/07/24/44
4657/65 held for use by rolling stock devt. section.
Preston Park; MBS 8144(4308) to provide spare parts
for preserved 8143.
Selhurst: NDMBSO 62226(7765) spare.
Strawberry Hill: Sold to F Berry Ltd: 10845/46(4386);
Held for use by RSDS: 4748; Used by RSDS: DTC 12847
(2693) used as a runner with MBS 14259 & TS 15258
(both 5130) which are refurbishment mock-ups, MBSO
61035, TCK 70038, TSK 70034 (all 7102); Spare: DTS
76331 (4TC units).
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Before being moved to Strawberry Hill, on 1Dec,
from Shst 61035 & 70034 spent the first half of Nov
in Cep 7107 with 70237 & 61235. (61035 cannot be
reduced to underframes only, LR33 p158). On 2Dec
7104 was noted renumbered 7102, why?
4EPB 5302 is formed with MBS 61596(5343) vice
61627 (LR33 p 157). A "new" 2EPB, 5801, has been
formed with MBs 65343(5729) & 65388(5774). It ran
aws tests between Wdon and Woking on 9Dec, with
ADB975032, ex cl 501 DTBSO M75165, late of unit 052.
6B 1037 still has MBS 60012, with old unit no
1007 covered with masking tape. 1006 has been noted
with an MBS numbered 1007; presumably this is 60013.
60041(1035) is still at Shst, awaiting de-asbestosisation, as is W&C car 53. Cars 58 and 83 have
been in works recently, the latter still in green
livery. At Sld Grn 70455(5343, bombed) is to be
repaired with parts from LMR cl 501 units. 3D
1317 was being overhauled at Swindon during Nov,
having worked there from Shst via Bstoke on 6Nov.
4EPB 5263 is working on the SWD, being noted at
Windsor on l7Nov. MBS 14556 does not have a false
ceiling, the fluorescent tubes are mounted on battens.
TS 15449 (converted from 10480, ex4386) has a false
ceiling, new style luggage racks and seats contoured
like a Vep's, but on the original frames. The lights
in 2EPB 5653 appear to be brighter than usual. Is
this an experiment with higher-rated tungsten lamps?
SR units are gaining new stickers, inside and
out. BR unit classification stickers, with "class"
and appropriate number in white on a blue ground,
are being applied to unit ends; 6B, 4Cig & 4Vep units
have been seen with them. Various units have "Save
It" stickers - white lettering on red - stuck at
random inside, some upside down.
It is reported that 4Vep 7755 is to have its
'Gatwick Airport' luggage racks replaced by seats.
74007 is still in service, and it is no longer
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planned to withdraw all of the 74s in May. However,
the policy of withdrawing any 74 rendered expensively
inoperative continues.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

Autumn water cannon trips were run twice daily
from Selhurst to the Oxted line with unit 002 during
October and November. Until 22Nov unit 001 ran from
Chart Leacon to Guildford by night, and to Maidstone
Eduring the day. The de-icing trailers have been out
on test runs. 70050/51/87 were worked singly from
Rmgt to Faversham and back on 18,20 & 22 Oct
respectively. 70066 worked Elgh-Bstoke-Winchester
with a 2Hap on 5Nov.
Inspection saloon TDB975025 (quoted as ADB
975025 in some notices) ran several trips in Oct and
Nov. l4Oct: Gford-Wokingham-Clap Jn; 25Oct: Stew Ln
EPutney-Elgh and back; 27Oct: Stew Ln-Vic-Crayford
Spur-New X-Folkestone-Canterbury E-Bromley S-Stew In
28Oct: Stew Ln-Ashford and back with 4Cep(other trips
were with locos); 3Nov Stew Ln-Weymouth returning on
rear of 1438 ex Weymouth. On 23Nov the saloon was
sent to Sld Grn-to undergo modifications.
Annual track recording tests Exeter-OvertonBracknell-Wloo took place on 17Nov(up) and 18Nov
(down). Train was 47032, 3 coaches and track testing
car DW139. It ran overnight via Kingston Loop in
order to turn DW139.
As noted in LR33 tests on all 3 divisions ran
on 15,17 & 18 Nov with High Speed Track Parameter
Recording Coach DB999550. This arrived at Stew Ln
on 13Nov from Willesden, and left on 20Nov for Old
Oak Common.
On 3 Oct a cl 25 diesel worked a special formed
of an officers saloon and sleeping car from Chatham
Dockyard to Derby via Catford Loop and Olympia.
4Cig 7325 was hauled Bton-Chart Lcn on 6Nov and
69317,62069,76128(7047) returned to Bton. What are
formations of 7047 & 7303 now (LR33 p157)?
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Continued variety on Rdg-Tonbdg line. Due to
failures of cl 33s, 31259 worked 0646 Rdg-Redhill
on20 O c t , and 0053 Manchester-Redhill parcels next
day. By prior arrangement with WR, 3S units (SR
term for cl 117 or 118 suburban dmmus) worked 1626
Rdg-Tonbdge and 1845 return on 30 Oct, and next day
the 1930 & 2130 Redhill-Gford and 2020 & 2220 return
On Sats 4,11 & 18 Dec 6B units were used on two 3R
diagrams, those starting from Tonbdg at 0805 & 0845,
to cater for Xmas shopping traffic.
A number of unusual workings reported from
Bournemouth line. On 19Nov Bomo portion of 0942 ex
Wloo was formed 4EPB 5119, and on 3Dec 4Rep 3007
apparently deputised for 4Vep on 0912 Bomo-Wloo,
1212 Wloo-Bstoke and 1328 return, and 1442 Wloo-Bomo
This involved working in multiple with a 4Vep each
way between Wloo and Woking, but this can be done if
one of the Rep's two power circuits is switched out.
The 0555Sun Bomo-Wloo is reported as being formed
Vep/2x33/8TC upon departure from Bomo, locos and TCs
being detached at Elgh and Bstoke for Pompey-Rdg
service.
Charing X was closed for engineering work on
27/28Nov and 4/5Dec. Several services terminated at
LBdg, and others to Cannon St. On first weekend a
20min shuttle ran Can.St-Wloo, following Weekend it
was able to continue to Charing X, ran at 10min
interval, but was 2nd class only.
Rmgt Ceps have reached SWD with football
specials. On 6Dec 7178/42/21 worked Bton-Wdon,
reversing at Streatham, and next day 7119/92/20
formed Wloo-Soton special. On 27Dec Shst-Gillingham
football special worked by 7142/7789/7757 brought
Bton Veps to SED. On same day 6Bs 1033/37 gave LMR
its last(?) look at Hastings units, working Hastings
Wembley excursion. Units were serviced at Willesden
depot.
2Saps continue to see use on Wdon-W Croy line
in place of diagrammed 2EPBs.
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INCIDENTS

4 Nov: Freight train de-railed at Merstham in early
hours. All trains via Quarry line for two days, and
buses served intermediate stations between Earlswood
and Coulsdon North. On same day 4EPB 5363 derailed
at W Croydon during morning peak.

10Dec: Signal failure between Lwr Sydenham and Hayes
due to loss of power. All MidKent trains cancelled,
and Bromley N service diverted via Lewisham.
11 Dec: 0704 Wloo-Shepperton, formed 4EPB 5132,
collided with 0655 Tolworth-Wimbledon W Yard freight
as the latter was propelling into the yard from the
up slow line. Four wagons derailed and MBS 14263 of
5132 slightly damaged. All down services delayed,
and some main line trains diverted via Addlestone.
Passengers from Wloo advised to travel to Kingston
via Richmond and then by LTE bus to various suburban
destinations. Vic-Tooting-Waddon-LBdg trains
reversed at Sutton and diverted via Hackbridge in
both directions. Lines cleared by Stew Ln crane, and
all open by 1400. Break down train then went to
Clapham Yd to deal with shunting accident to 4TC 432.
DTSO 76944 and TFK 71165 damaged.
l2Dec: Delays to trains at Sittingbourne due to
derailment of a wagon in an engineer's train.
TIMETABLE NOTES

October 1976 amendments: Prior to introduction the
weekend service cuts were amended, generally so as
to make them less severe. Alterations, where known,
were incorporated in the notes in LR33, but the
following changes to the Sunday service should be

noted.
The Bromley North branch shuttle starts a
further hour later than originally planned, at 1045
up and 1053 down. Last trains are now 2215 and 2223.
The Caterham line now has a service superior to

that before October.

After the Charing X train has
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arrived at Caterham it returns to Purley at oo23,
and then back to Caterham at oo39 to work to Charing
X. A connection to London is provided by accelerating the oo28 Bton-Vic stopper beyond Three Bdgs,
mainly, it seems, by reducing station time, so that
it calls at Purley at 0036 (vice oo43) and E Croydon
at oo43 (vice oo48), thus connecting with the oo45
to Charing X. The Bton-Vic train waits at E Croydon
for its previous departure time, oo49. There is no
down connection to Caterham.
On the SWD most lines have trains earlier and
later than previously planned, and some lines have
later trains than was the case before October, eg
last stopping service to Soton is 2202 (vice 2142)
and last Basingstoke stopper is 2302 (vice 2242).
As well as the Staines shuttle Windsor has an
hourly Wloo service (correction to LR33).
Paddington - West of England trains are diverted
via Hullavington and not via the LSWR. A train runs
from Exeter to Wloo in the timings of the 0635 ex
Plymouth as far as Bstoke, and the 0652 Wloo-Exeter
runs in the timings of the 0845 Paddn-Plymouth from
Bstoke. There are no replacements for the other
diverted trains which were to have called at major
stations only. The 1024 Sarum-Reading is
reinstated as far as Basingstoke, slightly retimed.
Freight Trains: New services from Oct 4, being part
of the BR air-braked freight network were:
1050 SX
Dover Town to Dundee via Bat & Ball,
Catford and Willesden.
2144 SX
Trafford Park (Manchester) to Dover
Town via Willesden, Herne Hill and
Orpington.
2305 Sun} Margam to Dover Town via Old Oak Common
2210 F S X } Herne Hill and Orpington.
All are worked by cl 33 locos on the Southern.
Christmas & New Year: Services were extensively
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altered over the holiday period, thus:
24 Dec: Extra trains to Sarum & Bomo. Some evening
peak and late evening trains cancelled.
25 Dec: No trains except last of previous day's
services. One return sailing Pompey-Fishbourne.
26 Dec: No trains. Restricted IoW ferry service.
27 & 28 Dec: Modified Sunday service, but no trains
on many lines before 0800. 0858 Elgh-Lymington
detached a portion for Bomo at Brockenhurst; most
unusual to split multiple-unit trains here.
29, 30 & 31 Dec: Various peak hour trains cancelled
or making extra stops.
1 Jan: Usual Saturday service, but many trains before
0800 cancelled.
2 Jan: Usual Sunday service
3 Jan: As 27 & 28 Dec
New Timetable 1977/78: From May there will be a half
hourly service on the Hastings line, trains leaving
Charing X at oo15 and oo45. One will be like the
present service, and the other will be fast, nonstop Wloo-Tonbridge, then Tunbridge Wells Central
and principal stations to Hastings. This improvement
has been held in reserve as a "benefit" of electrification, but it is now felt that it would be hard to
justify electrifying a rural line with only an hourly
service in the face of competition for funds from
other regions' lines, particularly the Great Eastern.
Hastings line electrification is now the SR's top
priority, due to the need to provide new stock within
the next ten years. The increased service frequency
explains why the Hastings demus will not be available
for other work from May.
The 0931 Soton-Liverpool and 1521 return are to
be diverted to serve Birmingham International, and
they will also call at Coventry. In order to do this
they will run via the line from Leamington to Coventry
via Kenilworth, which has had no regular passenger
service since January 1965. Is this the first time
that Southampton has had a through train service to
Coventry?
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Unadvertised stops: Up trains that call at
Wimbledon Railway Staff Halt can be identified in
the timetable, as
they take 4 minutes between
Wimbledon and Earlsfield, instead of 3.
STATIONS, LINES & SIGNALLING

Broadstairs: Crampton Tower, built by locomotive
engineer Thomas Russell Crampton, is being
restored and turned into a railway museum. The
restoration working party would appreciate any
information on Crampton, which should be sent
c/o the Editor.
Southfleet: Contrary to the report in LR30 (p83)
the branch from Fawkham Jn to Southfleet, the
remains of the Gravesend West branch, was not
closed in Jan 76, but no traffic has passed since
then. We hope to include this line in the SEG
railtour on May 21st.
London Bridge: A curious feature of the departure
posters for C.Dvn trains is the inclusion of the
four character train reporting numbers, which can
be of no use to passengers.
Victoria: Modifications are being made to pform 13.
It appears that the middle road at the country end
is to become the platform line, the present pform
being extended over where the present pform line is.
This will remove the reverse curve halfway along
the pform. A new W H Smith's shop has opened on
the Chatham side, where the left luggage lockers
used to be. The concourse bookstall has been
removed.
Victoria Re-signalling:: The new signalling centre is
to be located at Clapham Junction, near where the
present 'B' box is. It will be called anything but
"Clapham Jn", as this would imply control by the
SWD (whose station Clapham Jn is). Current favourites are "Victoria" (which is confusing) and "Falcon
Lane" (which is obscure). New signalling will be
introduced in stages, thus:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Victoria station area
Clapham Jn - Thornton Heath
Tulse Hill/Crystal Pal/Birkbeck area
Holborn Viaduct - Sydenham Hill/Ravensbourne
Sutton area
Sydenham Hill/Ravensbourne - Longfield/Bat & Ball
Work should be complete by 1983, and 36 boxes
will be abolished. It appears that London Bridge
will relinquish control of lines in the Peckham area
to Victoria.
Brighton Re-signalling: This is a 1980s job. The
Brighton signalling centre will control the main
lines as far as Norwood Jn, Selhurst and W Croydon.
It will not control much of the line towards Portsmouth, for this has many level crossings too busy to

permit the use of auto half barriers. One signalman
may be responsible for no more than two closed circuit
tv controlled crossings (an exception is made at
Datchet where two crossings close together are
counted as one), so if this method were adopted
costly re-signalling would bring about little saving
by way of staff reduction.
Woking: The junction was being re-laid during Nov, and
various signalling alterations have taken place.
Isle of Wight: The public foot crossing just south
of Sandown has been replaced by a pedestrian subway.
Brading station and signal-box are still both lit by
gas, and the latter now has only five levers in use.
Brackets supporting the up platform canopy include
the cast letters 'IoW Rly'.
Southampton: Union Castle passenger sailings to Cape
Town are to cease in the autumn, bringing about the
end of boat train services to the Western Docks via
Millbrook. The last train will probably be the up
service on 10 Oct. Presumably BR do not have to go
through the Transport Act closure procedures in this
case.
Hamworthy; A Freightline service is to start to
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Hamworthy Goods. Existing facilities will be
used initially for loading and unloading containers,
but a proper terminal is planned.
Wimborne: The freight branch from Poole is expected
to close within a month or so. The exhibition train
builders will move to Salisbury.
Purbeck: Planning permission has been given for the
Gas Council to extract oil from three wells on the
Arne Peninsular, Poole Harbour. The oil will be
piped to a rail terminal on the Furzebrook (formerly
Swanage) branch.
CORRIGENDA
LR32 p115 Up trains, runaway or otherwise, can
still run from the main lines into
Norwood Gullet.
LR33 p156
Class 71 locos are not officially
withdrawn, just stored. This implies
that they will be maintained while out
of use.
pl58 4Sub 4117
not 4113, was seen at Ely on
19 Oct.
pl67
The Beckenham Jn - Crystal Palace shuttle
is worked by 2Sap units, and is their
one weekend working on the Central Dvn.
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LATE NEWS
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